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Abstract. The multiagent workflow systems can be formalized from an organi-
zational structure viewpoint, which includes three parts: the interaction structure
among agents, the temporal flow of activities, and the critical resource sharing re-
lations among activities. While agents execute activities, they should decide their
strategies to satisfy the constraints brought by the organizational structure of mul-
tiagent workflow system. To avoid collisions in the multiagent workflow system,

this paper presents a method to determine social laws in the system to restrict the
strategies of agents and activities; the determined social laws can satisfy the cha-
racteristics of organization structures so as to minimize the conflicts among agents
and activities. Moreover, we also deal with the social law adjustment mechanism
for the alternations of interaction relations, temporal flows, and critical resource
sharing relations. It is proved that our model can produce useful social laws for
organizational structure of multiagent workflow systems, i.e., the conflicts brought
by the constraints of organization structure can be minimized.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Workflow and business process management have been achieving much attention in
related research fields [1]. A workflow is a series of actions performed by actors,
which is widely used to manage business processes for different users [2]. Multiagent
techniques can achieve the merits of autonomy and automation, which are always
used to achieve the dynamic enactment of workflows [2, 3, 4]. In multiagent workflow
systems, each agent acts on behalf of an actual actor in the business process, and
represents an actual individual in a business organization [5]; thus the agents may
be located within certain organizational structures of the systems.

In the multiagent workflow systems, the agents may take actions autonomously
on behalf of many participants that have different goals; to achieve the desired goal of
whole system, we should make coordination among multiagents and activities. Co-
ordination is the key for developing realistic multiagent systems [6, 7, 8, 9]. There
are always two methods on agent coordination in previous works; one is centralized
model, and the other is decentralized model. In the centralized model, a single con-
troller is adopted to control the behaviors of all agents [10]. Obviously, such model
is simple, but it also has many drawbacks, such as single point failure, controller
may become performance neck, etc. [11]. Therefore, the centralized model can not
satisfy the requirements for the mobility and dynamics of current multiagent work-
flow systems. By contrast, in the decentralized model, there is not a controller in
the system. When the conflicts take place, the agents will execute appropriate ne-
gotiation mechanism to resolve those conflicts [12]. However, the fully decentralized
model is inefficient and also leads to conflict [11]. Moreover, the system sometimes
may not achieve the desired goal.

Social law is a new method to control the mulitagent systems [13, 14, 15, 16],
whose basic idea is to add some social laws into the system to realize coordination
among agents. The social law provides a spectrum between a totally centralized
approach and a totally decentralized approach to coordinate multiagents; the social
law allows the agents enough freedom on the one hand, but at the same time con-
strains them so that they will not interfere with each other [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19].
Therefore, in the multiagent workflow systems, we can use social laws to constrain
the actions of agents in the business process according to the environments, thus
the desired goal and harmony of the system can be achieved.

Typically, a multiagent workflow system is an organization of coordinated agents
that interact in order to implement the business actions to achieve desired goals [1,
2, 3, 4, 5]. In a multiagent workflow system, agents are constrained by their orga-
nizational relations, such as interaction structure, activity sequences and resource
sharing. Organizational structure is an abstraction used to describe the overall ar-
chitecture of multiagent workflow system and to define the constraining relations
among agents and business actions. While an agent takes actions in the system, it
should select the strategy which can match its organizational position in the sys-
tem. If an agent’s behavior strategy can not match its organizational position, it
may collide with other agents’ actions in the business processes. Therefore, as the
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set of restrictions on agent actions, the social law should be determined to satisfy
the organizational structures in multiagent workflow systems.

In this paper, we mainly consider three kinds of constraints of organizational
structures in multiagent workflow systems: 1) constraints brought by the interaction
structures among agents; 2) constraints brought by the temporal relations among
actions; 3) constraints brought by the sharing of critical resources among activities.
Therefore, we will investigate how to endow social laws into the systems to satisfy
those constraints of organization structures, thus minimizing the conflicts among
agents and actions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formalize the
organizational structures of multiagent workflows; in Section 3, we present the model
of social saw determination for organization structures; in Section 4, we address the
adjustment of social laws for structure alternations; finally, we conclude our paper
and discuss our future work in Section 5.

2 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

OF MULTIAGENT WORKFLOWS

In a multiagent workflow, there are always some agents which can take actions for
business process; and the executions of actions by agents need some resources. In
the workflow system, some resources are critical since they can be accessed by only
one agent at one time. Figure 1 is an example for the organization structure of
a multiagent workflow system, which includes three parts: the interaction structure
among agents a), the temporal flow of activities b), and the critical resource sharing
relations among activities c).

Therefore, the constraints brought by the organizational structure of multia-
gent workflow system include three types: 1) constraints brought by the interaction
structures among agents; 2) constraints brought by the temporal relations among
actions; 3) constraints brought by the sharing of critical resources among activities.

Figure 1 a) shows the interaction structure among agents, which defines the
relational constraints among agents. For example, there is a relational constraint
from a1 to a8, thus the strategy of a8 will be constrained by a1.

Figure 1 b) shows the temporal flow of activities, which defines the temporal
constraints among activities. For example, action t8 should be executed after t5 and
t7, and action t7 should be executed after t5; thus we can endow a social law to
ensure the execution flow of the three actions as t5 → t7 → t8.

Figure 1 c) is the critical resource sharing relations among activities. For exam-
ple, t5 and t3 will both access the critical resource r3. Therefore, we should endow
a social law to ensure the executions of these two actions are not simultaneous.

2.1 The Interaction Structure Among Agents

The interaction structure among agents can be shaped as the form of network in
which the vertices denote the agents and the edges denote their interaction relations.
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a1 a2 a3 

a5 a6 

a7 a8

 

a4 

a9 

a)

 

a1 t1 a2 t2 a3 t3 

a5 t5 a6 t6 

a8 t8 a9 t9 

a4 t4 

a7 t7 

b)

Agent Activity Critical resources Agent Activity Critical resources 

a1 t1 r1, r2  a5 t5 r3 

a2 t2 r1, r4 a6 t6 r1, r4 

a3 t3 r3 a7 t7 r1, r4, r5 

a4 t4 r3, r4 a8 t8 r2 

 c)

Fig. 1. An example for multiagent workflow system; a) The interaction structure among
agents, b) The temporal flow of activities, c) The critical resources accessed by agents
in the execution of activities

Let the agent interaction network be N = 〈A,R〉, where A denotes the set of agents
and R denotes the set of agent interaction relations. If agent a is the source of
a directed relation r ∈ R, then we denote it as a⊙ r, If agent a is the destination of
r ∈ R,then we denote it as a⊗ r.

Definition 1. The dependency structure of an agent in multiagent workflow is de-
fined as the set of “in” interaction relations of various types linking this agent with
other agents. The 1st-order dependency structure and dependency agents of agent ai
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is the union of its immediate “in” links:

Depai = {〈aj, ai〉| aj ∈ A ∧ 〈aj , ai〉 ∈ R} (1)

℧ai = {aj | aj ∈ A ∧ 〈aj , ai〉 ∈ Depai} = {aj | aj ⊙ r ∧ r ∈ Depai}. (2)

Moreover, we can define the nth-order dependency structure of agent ai as:

∏

n

Depai =

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Dep(Dep(. . . (Depai) . . .))

= {〈an, an−1〉|a1, a2, . . . , an ∈ A ∧ 〈an, an−1〉 ∈ R ∧ . . . (3)

∧〈a2, a1〉 ∈ R ∧ 〈a1, ai〉 ∈ R}.

The set of all agents within the all-orders dependency structures of agent ai is:

∑

℧ai =
⋃

k

{aj|aj ⊙ r ∧ r ∈
∏

k

Depai}. (4)

On the other hand, an agent may also influence other agents’ strategies in the
interactions structure, so we have the following definition:

Definition 2. The domination structure of an agent in the interaction network is
defined as the set of “out” interaction relations of various types linking this agent
with other agents. The 1st-order domination structure and domination agents of
agent ai are the union of its immediate “out” links:

Domai = {〈ai, aj〉| aj ∈ A ∧ 〈ai, aj〉 ∈ R} (5)

Ωai = {aj | aj ∈ A ∧ 〈ai, aj〉 ∈ Domai} = {aj | aj ⊗ r ∧ r ∈ Domai}. (6)

Therefore, we can define the nth-order domination structure of ai as:

∏

n

Domai =

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Dom(Dom(. . . (Domai) . . .))

= {〈an−1, an〉|a1 ∈ A ∧ a2 ∈ A ∧ . . . ∧ an ∈ A ∧ 〈ai, a1〉 ∈ R (7)

∧〈a1, a2〉 ∈ R ∧ . . .∧ 〈an−1, an〉 ∈ R}.

Therefore, the set of all agents within the all-orders domination structures of
agent ai is: ∑

Ωai =
⋃

k

{aj |aj ⊗ r ∧ r ∈
∏

k

Domai}. (8)

Example 1. In Figure 1 a): 1) The 1st-dependency structure of agent a6 is Depa6 =
{〈a5, a6〉},℧a6 = {a5}; the 2nd-dependency structure of agent a6 is

∏

2

Depa6 =

{〈a2, a5〉, 〈a7, a5〉}; the set of all dependency agents of a6 is
∑

℧a6 = {a5, a2, a7}.
2) The 1st-domination structure of agent a2 is Doma2 = {〈a2, a5〉}, Ωa2 = {a5}; the
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2nd-domination structure of agent a2 is
∏

2

Doma2 = {〈a5, a6〉, 〈a5, a9〉}; the set of all

domination agents of a2 is
∑

Ωa2 = {a5, a6, a9〉}.

2.2 The Temporal Flow of Activities

The temporal flow of activities can also be shaped as the form of network in which
the vertices denote the activities and the edges denote their execution sequences.
Let the temporal flow network be N = 〈T,R〉, where T denotes the set of activities
and R denotes the set of temporal relations. If activity t is the source of a directed
relation r ∈ R, then we denote it as t ⊙ r; if activity t is the destination of r ∈ R,
then we denote it as t⊗ r. If there is a relation from ti to tj, tj should be executed
after the finish of ti.

Being similar to the definitions in Section 2.1, now we give the definitions for
the former and latter structures in the temporal flow of activities.

Definition 3. The former structure in the temporal flow of activities. The 1st-order
former structure and former activities of activity ti is the union of its immediate “in”
links:

Forti = {〈tj , ti〉|tj ∈ T ∧ 〈tj , ti〉 ∈ R} (9)

∆ti = {tj |tj ∈ T ∧ 〈tj , ti〉 ∈ Forti} = {tj |tj ⊙ r ∧ r ∈ Forti}. (10)

Therefore, we can define the nth-order former structure and all former activities of
ti as:

∏

n

Forti =

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

For(For(. . . (Forti) . . .))

= {〈tn, tn−1〉|t1, t2, . . . , tn ∈ T ∧ 〈tn, tn−1〉 ∈ T ∧ . . . (11)

∧〈t2, t1〉 ∈ R ∧ 〈t1, ti〉 ∈ R}
∑

∆ti =
⋃

k

{tj | tj ⊙ r ∧ r ∈
∏

k

Forti} (12)

Definition 4. The latter structure in the temporal flow of activities. The 1st-order
latter structure and latter activities of activity ti is the union of its immediate out
links:

Latti = {〈ti, tj〉|tj ∈ T ∧ 〈ti, tj〉 ∈ R} (13)

▽ti = {tj |tj ∈ T ∧ 〈ti, tj〉 ∈ Latti} = {tj |tj ⊗ r ∧ r ∈ Latti}. (14)
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Therefore, we can define the nth-order latter structure and all latter activities of
an activity as:

∏

n

Latti =

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

Lat(Lat(. . . (Latti) . . .))

= {〈tn−1, tn〉|t1 ∈ T ∧ t2 ∈ T ∧ . . .∧ tn ∈ T ∧ 〈ti, t1〉 ∈ R (15)

∧〈t1, t2〉 ∈ R ∧ . . .∧ ∈ 〈tn−1, tn〉 ∈ R}

∑

▽ti =
⋃

k

{tj |tj ⊗ r ∧ r ∈
∏

k

Latti}. (16)

Example 2. In Figure 1 b): 1) The 1st-former structure of activity t5 is Fort5 =
{〈t4, t5〉},∆t5 = {t4}; the 2

nd-former structure of activity t5 is
∏

2
Fort5 = {〈t1, t4〉};

the set of all former activities of t5 is
∑

∆a6 = {t4, t1}; therefore, t5 should be
executed after t4 and t1. 2) The 1st-latter structure of activity t5 is Latt5 =
{〈t5, t7〉, 〈t5, t8〉}, ∇t5 = {t7, t8} the 2nd-latter structure of activity t5 is

∏

2

Latt5 =

{〈t7, t8〉}; the set of all latter activities of t5 is
∑

∇t5 = {t7, t8}; therefore, t5 should
be executed before t7 and t8.

2.3 The Critical Resource Sharing Relations Among Activities

In the workflow system, some agents may only access their self-owned resources,
which can not bring out conflicts. However, in the system there are some resources
which are critical; a critical resource can only be accessed by one agent at the same
time. For accessing the critical resources without conflicts, the activities should
be implemented to satisfy the constraints brought by the critical resource sharing
relations.

If an activity, ti, is in the former (or latter) activities of tj , tj should be executed
after (or before) ti; thus ti and tj can not be executed simultaneously, so there
are no resource conflicts between them. Therefore, we can give the definition of
resource-constrained activities for one activity as follows.

Definition 5. Resource-constrained activities for one activity. Let there be an ac-
tivity ti, the set of activities that may bring out resource constraints to ti are those
that are not in the all-orders former and latter structures of ti but share the same
critical resource rm, which can be denoted as ℜm

i .

Example 3. In Figure 1 c): 1) For t1 and r1, though t2, t6 and t7 will access the
critical resource r1, they are all in the latter structures of t1, so they can not bring
out resource constraints to t1; thus ℜ1

1 = {}. 2) For t3 and r3, now t4 and t5 will
access the critical resource r3; since t4 and t5 are both not in the former or latter
structures of t3, thus ℜ

3
3 = {t4, t5}; therefore, we should endow social laws to restrict

the strategies of those three activities to realize mutual exclusive accessing of r3.
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3 SOCIAL LAW DETERMINATION

FOR ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURES

3.1 Strategy and Social Laws

Definition 6. Strategy in the multiagent workflow systems. The strategy that
an agent takes to execute action includes three parts: 1) the strategy that an agent
should take to satisfy the constraints brought by the interaction structures on it;
2) the strategy that an agent should take to execute an activity to satisfy the tem-
poral constraints with other agents; 3) the strategy that an agent should take to
execute an activity to satisfy the constraints brought by sharing of critical resources
among activities.

Example 4. Figure 2 a) is an example which denotes two agents for booking hotels.
Agent a1 books hotel on behalf a boss, and a2 books hotel on behalf of the secretary.
Now, to take care of the boss, the secretary should book a room that is near to the
boss’s. Therefore, the strategy of a2 for booking hotel is determined by a1’s; and
a2’s strategy (now it is the room) should be near to a1’s.

Figure 2 b) is an example which denotes the temporal sequence between two
activities. Therefore, the temporal strategy of a2 to execute t2 has to obey “t2 should
be executed after t1 is finished”.

Figure 2 c) is an example which denotes the critical resource sharing among
activities. Therefore, the strategy of a1 to execute t1 has to obey “t1 should not be
executed at the same time as t2”.

 
a1 a2

Boss to secretary 

a)

 

a2 t2 a1 t1 

b)

Agent Activity Critical resources 
a1 t1 r1, r2  
a2 t2 r1 

 c)

Fig. 2. An example of the strategies for the three kinds of constraints

As said above, we should set some restrictions to the agents’ strategies to execute
activities, thus the collisions can be avoided. Therefore, we can endow social laws
into the system.
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Definition 7. Given an environment 〈A, S, P 〉, where A = {a1, a2, . . . , an} is a set
of agents, S = {Sj

i }, S
j
i is the set of strategies available to agent ai to execute

activity tj , and P is the organizational structure of the workflow system. A social

law is a set of restrictions SL = 〈S̃j
i 〉 such that S̃j

i ⊆ S
j
i restricts the set of strategies

for each agent to execute activity to avoid collisions.

Hence, a social law in this case should make each agent adopt right strategies to
keep its position in the organizational structure, thus the collisions can be minimized.

Definition 8. Given an environment 〈A, S, P 〉, a useful law is a social law that
guarantees that the strategies of agents to execute activities can satisfy the re-
quirements of organizational structure of the multiagent workflow system, i.e., the
collision among agents and activities can be minimized.

3.2 Strategy Coordination among Resource-Constrained Activities

Let the set of critical resources R, ri denote a critical resource. First, we can set
an array for the critical resources, NR[i] denotes the number of free ri which is now
available to the activities. For example, if NR[2] = 2, it denotes that there are two r2
which are now free and can be accessed. We can use NR[i] to realize the mutual
exclusion on the accessing of critical resources.

Therefore, while agents execute activities, they should make strategy coordina-
tion on the basis of their mutual exclusive accessing critical resources. Let the set
of activities be T , the number of categories of critical resources be |R|, and the set
of critical resources that can be accessed by activity ti be Rti; now we can design
an algorithm to make strategy coordination among resource-constrained activities,
shown as Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Strategy coordination among resource-constrained activities
• For(int i = 1; i <= |R|; i++)

Set the initial NR[i];
• for ∀tj ∈ T

{
1) int tag = 1;
2) for ∀ri ∈ Rtj :

if NR[i] == 0, then tag = 0;
3) if tag == 0, then

{ 3.1) for ∀ri ∈ Rtj : NR[i]−−;
3.2) Execute tj ;
3.3) for ∀ri ∈ Rtj : NR[i] + +;}

}
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3.3 Conditional Strategy and Social Law Determination

Now, we will propose the concept of conditional social strategy to determine the
social law for the organizational structure.

Definition 9. Conditional social strategy. Given an environment 〈A, S, P 〉, let
agent ai execute activity tj . Now the 1st-order dependency structure of agent ai ∈ A

is Depai , the set of social strategies available to the agents of Depai is S℧ai
; the set

of former activities of tj is ∆tj , the set of social strategies available to the activities
∆tj is S∆tj

; the set of resource-constrained activities of tj is
∑

m

ℜm
j , the set of social

strategies available to the activities
∑

m

ℜm
j is S∑

m

ℜm
j
. Therefore, the final set of social

strategies available to agent ai to execute activity tj is called the conditional social
strategy

S
j
i (ai, tj|℧ai,∆tj ,

∑

m

ℜm
j ). (17)

Therefore, the social law of the whole system can be the joint distribution of
the conditional social strategies for all agents and activities which can satisfy the
requirements of organizational structure of the workflow system. We have:

SL =
⋂

ij

S
j
i (ai, tj|℧ai ,∆tj ,

∑

m

ℜm
j ). (18)

Therefore, if we want to set the social strategies of an agent to execute an activity,
we will first set the strategies for all agents and activities of its 1st-order dependency
structure, 1st-order former structure and resource-constrained activities. The idea
in our algorithm is expressed as follows:

1. First, we consider the two kinds of constraints: constraints brought by the
interaction structures among agents, and constraints brought by the temporal
relations among actions. First we can select an agent with no “in” links or
whose “in” links were all marked, and set the social strategy for it according to
Equation 17; then we mark all “out” links of that agent. We will repeat such
iteration until the agents without unmarked “in” links can not be found. By the
same rule, we can also set strategies for the constraints brought by the temporal
relations among actions.

2. Second, we consider the constraints brought by the sharing of critical resources
among activities. Now we can use Algorithm 1 to do this.

Therefore, the final algorithm for the social law determination is shown as Al-
gorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2. Organizational structure – satisfactory social law determination
• input the organizational structure of multiagent workflow system.
• for ∀ai ∈ A

for ∀tj ∈ T

{Set the initial Sj
i ;

Compute the Depai and Domai , Fortj and Lattj};
• creatstack (stack); //create a stack.
• for ∀ai ∈ A

for ∀tj ∈ T

{if (Depai = {})&(Fortj = {});
push (〈ai, tj〉, stack)};

• whlie(!empty(stack)) do :
1)〈ai, tj〉 = pop(stack);

2)Set the S
j
i ;

3)for agent am ∈ Ωai do :
Depam = Depam − {〈ai, am〉};

4)for activity tn ∈ ∇tj do :
Fortn = Fortn − {〈tj , tn〉};

5)if (Depam = {})&(Fortn = {}) :
push(〈am, tn〉, stack);

• if(!empty(stack)),return (error);

else set the S
j
i again for critical resources-sharing constraints by calling

Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 2 is O(n · m), where n denotes the number of agents, m denotes the
number of activities.

Theorem 1. The social law determined by Algorithm 2 is a useful social law for
the organizational structure of multiagent workflow system.

Proof. The constraints brought by organizational structure include three parts:
1) constraints brought by the interaction structures among agents; 2) constraints
brought by the temporal relations among actions; 3) constraints brought by the
sharing of critical resources among activities. Therefore, now we will prove that our
algorithm can avoid the conflicts brought by those three kinds of constraints.

1. Let there be two agents ai and aj, if ai is in the 1st-order dependency structure
of aj, obviously our algorithm can avoid the conflicts brought by the interaction
structures. Now we will consider the situation where ai is in the nth-order (n > 1)
dependency structure of aj. According to Algorithm 2, aj can set its strategy
only after all its 1st-order dependency agents,℧aj , are set; for ∀ax ∈ ℧aj , ax can
set its strategy only after all its 1st-order dependency agents (which are the
2nd-order dependency agents of aj) are set. Such process will repeat until all
agents in aj’s all-orders dependency structures are set. Since ai is in the nth-order
(n > 1) dependency structure of aj, thus aj will set its strategy according to its
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dependency structure from ai. Therefore, the conflicts brought by the interaction
structures between ai and aj will be avoided.

2. Let there be two activities ti and tj ; if ti is in the 1st-order former structure of tj ,
obviously our algorithm can avoid the conflicts brought by the temporal relations
between them. Now we will consider the situation where ti is in the nth-order
(n > 1) former structure of tj . According to Algorithm 2, tj can set its strategy
only after all its 1st-order former activities, ∆tj , are set; for ∀tx ∈ ∆tj , tx can set
its strategy only after all its 1st-order former activities (which are the 2nd-order
former activities of tj) are set. Such process will repeat until all activities in tj ’s
all-orders former structures are set. Since ti is in the nth-order (n > 1) former
structure of tj, tj will set its strategy according to its former structure from ti.
Therefore, the conflicts brought by the temporal relation between ti and tj will
be avoided.

3. Let there be two activities ti and tj , and they will access the same critical
resources. Now, Algorithm 2 will call Algorithm 1 to make strategy coordi-
nation between them. In Algorithm 1, while an activity accesses a critical re-
source, it will first set a tag to exclude other activities’ accesses; only after it
finishes its execution, it can release the critical resources. Therefore, for any
critical resource, it can only be accessed by one activity simultaneously, thus
the conflicts brought by the critical resource sharing between ti and tj will be
avoided.

Therefore, Algorithm 2 can guarantee that the strategies of agents to execute ac-
tivities satisfy the requirements of organizational structure of multiagent workflow
system, i.e., the collisions among agents and activities can be avoided. Thus we can
get Theorem 1. �

4 ADJUSTMENTS OF SOCIAL LAWS

FOR STRUCTURE ALTERNATIONS

4.1 Adjustment for the Alternation of Agent Interaction Structures

In the operations of workflow system, some new interaction relations may be added
into the interaction structure as well as some old interaction relations may be deleted
from the existing interaction structure. Now we should make some adjustment for
such alternation of agent interaction relations.

Let an existing relation 〈ai, aj〉 be deleted from the interaction structure, or
a new relation 〈ai, aj〉 be added into the interaction structure. Now the social
law in multiagent workflow system can be adjusted on the strategies of aj and
aj’s all orders domination agents. Let the set of activities executed by agent ax
be Tx; the adjustment for the alternation of agent interaction relations is shown as
Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3. Adjustment for the alternation of agent interaction relations
• for ∀tm ∈ Tj : Re-set s

m
j ;

• Create Queue(Q);
• Insert (Q, aj)
• while (!empty(Q)) do

1) atemp1 = outQueue(Q);
2) for ∀atemp2 ∈ Ωatemp1

do :
{For∀tm ∈ Ttemp2 : Re-set s

m
temp2;

Insert(Q,atemp2)};

Theorem 2. The social law after adjustment of Algorithm 3 is a useful social law
for the new organizational structure of multiagent workflow system.

Proof. While interaction relation 〈ai, aj〉 is changed, obviously the strategies of aj
will be influenced; if aj’s strategies are changed, the strategies of its 1st-order dom-
ination agents will also be influenced. By the same token, the strategies of aj’s all-
orders domination agents will be influenced. Obviously, we should re-set the strate-
gies of aj ’s all-orders domination agents step by step. Therefore, while 〈ai, aj〉 is
changed, only the strategies of aj and aj’s all-orders domination agents need to be ad-
justed. Algorithm 3 re-set the strategies of aj and aj’s all-orders domination agents
conditionally if their dependent agents are set, which accords with Equation (17).
Therefore, the conflicts brought by the alternation of 〈ai, aj〉 can be avoided with
Algorithm 3, thus the social law after adjustment of Algorithm 3 is a useful social
law for the new organizational structure of multiagent workflow system. �

4.2 Adjustment for the Alternation of Temporal Flow of Activities

In the workflow system operations, some new temporal relations may be added into
the temporal flow as well as some old temporal relations may be deleted from the
existing temporal flow. Now we should make some adjustment for such alternation
of activity temporal flow.

Let an existing temporal relation 〈ti, tj〉 is deleted from the temporal flow, or
a new relation 〈ti, tj〉 is added into the temporal flow. Now the social law in the
multiagent workflow system can be adjusted on the strategies of tj and tj ’s all orders
latter activities.

Algorithm 4. Adjustment for the alternation of activity temporal flow
• Re-set the temporal strategy of tj ;
• Create Queue(Q);
• Insert (Q, tj)
• while (!empty(Q)) do

1) ttemp1 = outQueue(Q);
2) for ∀ttemp2 ∈ ∇atemp1

do :
{Re-set the temporal strategy of ttemp2;
Insert(Q,ttemp2)};
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Theorem 3. The social law after adjustment of Algorithm 4 is a useful social law
for the new organizational structure of multiagent workflow system.

Proof. While temporal relation 〈ti, tj〉 is changed, obviously the temporal strate-
gies of tj will be influenced; if tj ’s temporal strategies are changed, the temporal
strategies of its 1st-order latter activities will also be influenced. By the same token,
the temporal strategies of tj ’s all-orders latter activities will be influenced. Obvi-
ously, we should re-set the temporal strategies of tj ’s all-orders latter activities step
by step. Therefore, while 〈ti, tj〉 is changed, only the temporal strategies of tj and
tj ’s all-orders latter activities need to be adjusted. Algorithm 4 re-set the tempo-
ral strategies of tj and tj ’s all-orders latter activities conditionally if their former
activities are set, which accords with Equation (17). Thus the conflicts brought by
the alternation of 〈ti, tj〉 can be avoided with Algorithm 4, so the social law after
adjustment of Algorithm 4 is a useful social law for the new organizational structure
of multiagent workflow system. �

4.3 Adjustment for the Alternation of Resource Constraints

In the workflow system operations, some activities may change their accessing strate-
gies on critical resources. For example, an activity may cancel some of its accessing
critical resources, or switch to access some other critical resources. Therefore, for an
activity ti, if it alters its accessing strategies on critical resources (RM), its resource-
constrained activities

∑

rm∈RM ℜm
i will be changed. In fact, now we can also use

Algorithm 1 to adjust the strategies of all activities.

Theorem 4. While the resource constraints are changed in the operations of work-
flow systems, Algorithm 1 can make the accessing strategies on critical resources of
all activities not to collide with each other.

Proof. We can see from Algorithm 1 that any critical resource can only be accessed
by one agent at the same time, which is realized by the exclusive accessing tags.
Therefore, no matter how the resource constraints are changed, any critical resource
can not be accessed by more than one agent simultaneously. Therefore, the accessing
on critical resources of all activities can not collide with each other. �

5 CONCLUSION

In a multiagent workflow system, agents are constrained by their organizational
relations, such as interaction structure, activity sequences and resource sharing.
Those relations can organize the multiagents together and each agent locates on
a given position in the organizational structure. Therefore, while agents execute
activities, their strategies should be designed to satisfy the organizational structure.
To restrict the strategies to avoid collision in the system, we propose a model for
social law determination.
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In this paper, we mainly consider three kinds of constraints on organizational
structures in multiagent workflow systems: 1) constraints brought by the interaction
structures among agents; 2) constraints brought by the temporal relations among
actions; 3) constraints brought by the sharing of critical resources among activities.
We proposed the model and algorithms on how to endow social laws into the systems
to satisfy the constraints of organization structure, thus to minimize the conflicts
among agents and actions. The purpose of our model is to present a general guideline
for determining social laws according to the organizational structures. Therefore,
though our model is mainly explained by the case of multiagent workflow system,
it can be also used for other general organizational systems. While we want to
determine the social law for other general organizational systems, we only need to
design an appropriate conditional strategy.
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